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Guaranteed to enrich a toddlerâ€™s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books

is ideal for helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that

go beyond colors and numbers, titles in the series feature animals, fruit, home, and vegetables. This

collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text.

Suitable for both individuals and groups, these books are a childâ€™s perfect introduction to

exploring other cultures.
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My son got this book when he was 1 yr. old and still enjoys it a year later. I love the detail of the

photographs and how there is only one photo per page. Great visually for a young child. One of our

favorites.

We are a non-Vietnamese speaking family (with twin babies) who loves Vietnamese food. After

looking through this book I think it's perfect for an introduction to what's on the menu when we eat

out or when with our Viet friends. I am really happy with this book!

Purchased this as a gift for a little one learning French. Its a bright and colorful book; there is no



story but more like flashcards. It seems sturdy so I am hoping it will hold up to a lot of use. It was

purchased as part of a set with the other books in the series.

Fun learning book for teaching my daughter Russian and learning myself. They is to know the

Russian alphabet/phonetics but other than that it's a great bookThe book quality is amazing too.

The board book holds up to my little akula (shark) because she chews on everything.

It is great if you can read Russian but it doesn't show where the accent on the word is so you may

be mispronouncing it if you just read the word as is. A good supplement to other audio study- or if

you already know Russian and want to teach your children.

The book was easy to hold, and my kids are relating to the pictures since they understand what they

are in English. If you don't speak/read Italian already, it will be difficult to pronounce the words; only

the word in Italian is written, no soundex to follow. Overall, good beginner book for little kids.

The books in the "My First Bilingual Book (English-Italian)" series have colorful, good quality

images, sturdy pages, and the size is relatively small. These are great books for households where

both parents don't speak Italian, since they provide the word in both Italian and English. The only

downside (for the whole series) is that it's not a story book, it's a dictionary/flashcard style book, so

it can sometimes be difficult to hold a baby/toddler's attention with this. With the limited Italian

bilingual material out there, I would still highly recommend them. The "Vegetables-Le Verdure" book

(along with the My First Bilingual Book-Fruit (English-Italian)) doesn't have as many examples as

the others in the series do. And some of the vegetables are included in the My First Bilingual

Book-Numbers (English-Italian) and My First Bilingual Book-Colours (English-Italian) books in the

series, which both include far more basic vocabulary over all than this one.

This book is quiet flimsy for being a hard covered book. The pictures are beautiful and BIG enough

for kids to relate to! One image per page with the word in English and Russian underneath.
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